Hartley District Progress Association
Minutes of Ordinary General meeting held Monday 8th April 2013

In Attendance Seamus Casey (Chair), Ian Campbell, Michael Combs, Margaret Combs, Mark O’Toole, Ramsay Moodie, Susie Moodie, Diane Green , Barbara Wass, Duncan Wass, Tom Kent, Joan Kent, Jim Robson, Dick Austen, Bob Morris, Ian Bathgate, David Peters, Trish Ryan, Sarah Childs.

Visitors; Robert Langford, Rado Marjanac.

Vale Chair declared a minute's silence in memory of our beloved Chris Bird who died earlier today

Apologies Barb Johnson.

Prior Minutes  Minutes of meeting held on 2nd February previously circulated by the chair were adopted as a correct record. DG mentioned minor issues with initials.

Hartley Music Festival (chair reordered agenda) valley resident Rado Marjanac addressed the meeting and expressed concern that proposed ID&T music festival  might proceed. Stated he had contacted council and they knew nothing about it. Then proceeded to play a video of a festival called Def Con? Noisy music, dancing and decorated stages. Meeting expressed some concern. Clearly we had heard a one sided view agreed we needed a further meeting to enable a balanced review of proposal. Executive to arrange further meeting to be addressed by ID&T and representative from LC Council.

Matters arising
Council has been contacted by Chairman regarding decision to seek the exclusion of vehicles from Hyde Park Reserve.

Correspondence In 

Correspondence Out 
Presidents letter to Lithgow City Council

Accounts Paid
Chair as treasurer explained all bills paid. Chair suggested would be confusing to detail.

Finance Report
Based on 27/3 bank statement $6,742.99 plus further $70 deposited today.
Plus $419 owed by trust and $494 owing by 1813 committee. 
Total funds $7,735.99 of which $1,131.61 belongs to HHAG. 
Net $6,594.38
Proceeds from dance raffle $3,393 net, kitchen $265 net, gate $281 net.
Net profit $3,939.
Proceeds from business directory $2,870 printing $270. 
Net profit $2,600.

Discussed great support from business sponsors. Michael Combs to draft letter of thanks for Ramsie Moodie to send out. Pat Barber won teahouse voucher. Duncan Wass agreed to settle with basket of Teahouse merchandise.

Website
170 visits to site this week. 77 people have viewed the Chris bird Vale posting

Spirit of Hartley Awards
Standing item.

1813 Committee report
Duncan Wass reported on projects being undertaken. 
	A Moment in Time Exhibition mid May to mid June. 
	Rides and walks on Coxs Road  
	Time Capsule and rocks installation at School 
	and start of date signing project. 
Ramsay Moodie commented on enormous effort by committee particularly Joan and Duncan. There is a project being delivered that we can be truly proud of.
 
Bob Morris advised change in Time Capsule installation now to be at Village won’t tell why now will advise 1813 Committee Wednesday. 

Duncan Wass advised protocol info etc for governor received, will circulate. Day firming up as 11 am at Village 12 till 1.15 at school
Duncan Wass advised ride cut back to Sth of highway to avoid traffic management cost. 
Duncan Wass suggested fly by now in doubt with only 29 planes expected. Will review with Terry Feltham at Wednesdays meeting.

Ramsay Moodie briefly reviewed budget. 
$21,000 now in Western Crossings bank account cheque for $674 drawn today covering Public Liability insurance extension. 
Total budget for A Moment in Time exhibition $23,000 leaving a gap that needs to be managed with revenues and cost management. 
Outgoings for printing and purchase of columns will start this week. 
Walks and rides intended to be self funding. 
Date signing project $5k held by council spend by 30th June will cover 10 or 12 signs for Hartley Vale - Trial, prototype on stage.
Ramsay Moodie reviewed risk management activities of 1813 committee. Formal risk assessments made of each activity and actions to mitigate risk. Public Liability insurance extended to cover walk ride exhibition and fly by. Time Management Plan? still to be completed for Walk and Ride this week.

Newsletter update
Susie Moodie said cut off 17th for distribution first week in May to enable 1813 activity promotion.

Business Directory update
Susie Moodie thanked Barb Johnson and Duncan Wass for assistance in getting Directory done and money in. It’s a big job and takes a lot of time to organise and isn’t an easy $2,500.

HHAG Committee Report 
Ramsay Moodie  reported activity since last meeting the despatch of letters to Duncan Gay and Anthony Albanese re reclassification of Bells Line Of Road to qualify it for Federal funding copy to other politicians.
Ramsay Moodie outlined HHAG mandate issue. Dick Austen had objected to HHAG modus operandi as sub committee Position paper circulated outlining Dick Austen's view. 
Alternate view of Ramasay Moodie as HHAG chair circulated. Further Dick Austen's comments circulated Friday.

Ramsay Moodie takes issue with much stated particularly assertion that HHAG had worked to block purple corridor review. Ramsay Moodie stated not so, HHAG has never lobbied for or against any particular corridor as risk of division that would result from this became an early informant of policy. Ramsay  also took issue that HHAG had blocked call for purple corridor reconsideration. Ramsay stated on the contrary, proposal to reopen consideration of the purple corridor was put to the valley as a proposition and soundly rejected last October.
Ramsay said his alternate view paper suggested two options:
 mandate HHAG to continue as now or 
HHAG to split from HDPA.

Michael Combs queried if HHAG was still relevant now corridor settled. Ramsay outlined a number of areas where significant work still to be done.
Duncan sought to circulate paper outlining his view and two draft resolutions. Meeting  agreed. 

Two page document circulated causing some noisome disarray, attendees called for quiet time to read paper.
Resolution "That the membership of HDPA acknowledge the special status of HHAG and allows HHAG to be accountable to the valley via public meetings as it has to date and that it membership continue to be drawn generally from the valley as it has to date." 
Proposed Duncan Wass seconded Ramsay Moodie 
Confirmed 12/6 excluding visitors.

Further discussion made it clear that purple corridor proponents would continue to disrupt HHAG meetings making them unworkable. 
Jim Robson alleged that HHAG was not transparent and had not properly reported to HDPA. 
Ramsay  rejected this assertion in the strongest terms. 

Duncan Wass proposed further resolution.
"That HDPA shall cease all affiliated connection with HHAG while continuing to receive reports of its activities." 
After discussion amended to ‘"That HHAG cease operating as a sub committee of the HDPA and cease referring to itself in that way.’' 
Seconded by Ramsay Moodie. Confirmed unanimously with one abstention.

Prior to resolution earlier resolution rescinded unanimously. 
Prior to resolution David Peters queried HHAG funds position. 
Seamus Casey  as chair confirmed HDPA will disburse according to HHAG direction.
 
Building Restoration Committee  Report
Duncan Wass outlined minor repairs need to hall including east door and step painting. Reiterated need to remove all furniture etc we 17th May perhaps including stage. Confirmed Trust will have Keith Parker undertake.


General Business
Jim Robson raised suggestion of plaque for Chris Bird
Seamus Casey raised issue that somebody had approached him regarding fact that we cannot get papers delivered into valley. Is there a business proposition here using mail delivery contractor?
Margaret Combs raised issue of broadband, television and phone reception. What could we do about it? 
Seamus Casey suggested raise with Council in first instance.


Signed as a correct record

Seamus Casey


Chairman    1 / 07 /2013 


